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Abstract—In our market society, buyers are considered rational entities, driven by two utility functions: i) the amount of
money spent, a universal quantity to be minimized; and ii) the
individual needs to satisfy, a personal quantity, varying from
person to person, to be maximized. In this paper, we propose an
analytic framework based on big data to measure the personal
utility function and we prove that this function has a stronger
effect on customer behavior than the price. By focusing on the
purchases in an Italian supermarket chain, we discover and
describe a range effect of products: the more sophisticated the
needs they satisfy, the more cost the customers are willing to
pay to buy them, in terms of distance to travel more than
in terms of the price of the item itself. We exhibit a striking
empirical evidence of this theory by tracking the geographical
information about points of sale and customers, in a large dataset
containing tens of thousands of customers and thousands of
products. We create a data mining framework able to scale to
possibly hundreds of thousands, or millions, of customers and to
let emerge from the data the knowledge about the actual range
of each product. As an application of this finding, we show how it
is possible to accurately predict how long a customer will travel
(or which shop she will choose) to buy a product, as a function
of the product’s sophistication.

I. I NTRODUCTION
In the economic literature, market society is considered
driven by rationality and the expression of this rationality
is the price system. According to this view customers are
rational beings: they try to minimize the amount of money
they are spending, while at the same time maximizing the
amount of goods they are purchasing [1]. Therefore, price is a
generic utility function that each customer tries to minimize,
and it is the same for everybody. However, customers are also
driven by their own personal needs and desires [2]. Many
of these needs are shared with other customers, such as the
basic needs for survival, but many others are intimately bound
to each individual and possibly different from the ones of
everybody else. A customer is driven both by a generic utility
function (cost minimization) and by a personal utility function
(fulfillment of unique desires).
If we are able to quantify the personal utility function
for each customer, then we can address a question with
repercussions on a seller’s market strategy: which function will
win the arms race in influencing the purchase behavior of a
customer, the generic one or the personal one? If the generic
one is stronger, then a seller is forced to compete mostly on

the price; while if a customer’s needs are more important, then
it is the quality of the choice that matters the most.
Here, we develop an analytic framework based on mining
big customer transaction data, aimed to quantify the strength of
both utility functions. We test the customer behavior in terms
of distance traveled, under the assumption that customers want
to minimize their travel length. We observe that customers do
not always go to the closest supermarket: there is a range effect
for each product, due to the intrinsic characteristics of the
product. To explain and predict the range effect we propose a
method to compare the strength of the generic and the personal
utility function in the customer’s mind. This comparison boils
down to the question: given that customers travel on average
x meters to buy product p, are they doing that because p is
expensive or because p satisfies very particular needs?
While the price is an explicit information of the product, the
needs the product itself is satisfying are not. We quantify them
by evaluating the sophistication of each product and customer,
following [3]. We find that the sophistication of a product is
better than the price in explaining a customer’s behavior.
We provide empirical evidence of these claims with real
world data about customer behavior. We analyze digital traces
of customer purchases in the database of a large supermarket
chain in Italy. We focus on a single supermarket chain, Coop,
the largest Italian supermarket company, and on a single
Italian city. Coop is a cooperative and most of its customers
are members that receive discounts and promotions through
fidelity (membership) cards. With these fidelity cards, the
company is able to recognize the different purchases of the
same customer. Moreover, when registering for the fidelity
card, the customer is giving to the company some personal
information, including the home address.
We show how our proposed product sophistication index
is a better explanatory variable of a product range than the
price. The more sophisticated is the need a product satisfies,
the longer a customer will travel to purchase it on average,
almost regardless of its price. Intuitively, this means that to
buy bread people will just settle with the closest shop where
it is available, while to buy blank DVDs, with roughly the
same price and available in all the supermarkets of the chain,
a customer will travel a significantly longer distance. While the
product range concept may be quite intuitive, in this paper we
provide a system able to quantify it better than just assuming
that it is proportional to the product price.
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There are many consequences for sellers from the ability
of predicting a product’s range. For instance, to know the
range of all the products of a supermarket implies that the
supermarket’s marketing strategies can be tailored according
to the distance of a customer from the nearby points of sales.
Customers far away from a point of sale need to be stimulated
on more sophisticated needs, while nearby customers may be
more susceptible to more basic needs.
A second application is in point of sale placement, as we
can use our methodology in conjunction with the central place
theory [4]. Besides the construction costs, each point in the city
space is altering the minimum distance between a customer
and a product. Therefore, given the range effect, each point
in the city space has one optimum in its product assortment.
In this paper, we provide the proof that this problem can be
formally addressed to find a good approximate solution.
The final contribution of this paper is to show how to
accurately predict how long a customer will travel (or which
shop she will choose) to buy a given product, as a function of
the product’s sophistication. In other words, product sophistication reveals as a powerful predictor feature for a challenging
predictive task, because most people shop preferably at the
closest store for most products, so it is difficult to accurately
characterize for which products a customer will travel more.
These applications have to cope with the enormous amount
of data flowing every day in the real world. For this reason,
we create a scalable framework, using a data mining approach
similar to the one at the basis of the PageRank [5], that is
able to analyze networks with hundreds of million of nodes.
To increase the interpretability of our results, we narrow our
questions to the customer base of a city. The total amount of
customers we are tracking is 60, 366, buying 4, 567 products.
However, we are able to scale to large numbers, having applied
our framework on an entire Italian province, including more
than 300, 000 customers [6]. With our framework, it is possible
to let emerge from the data the knowledge about the actual
range of each product.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We deal
with the related literature on economics and data mining in
Section II. In Section III, we present in detail our dataset.
Section IV presents proofs of the range effect in customer
purchases, along with some possible explanations. We provide
a final explanation of the range effect in Section V, first
by introducing product and customer sophistication and then
putting these concept in relation with the distances traveled by
customers. In Section VI we create a classifier able to predict
customer movements. Section VII concludes the paper, with
insights about future developments.
II. R ELATED W ORKS
In this paper we address the problem of explaining customer
behavior in terms of how customers decide to move given what
they want to buy. We do so by using data mining tools. Thus,
the paper relates mainly to two parts of the literature: studies
of customer behavior and data mining for marketing and for
the analysis of spatial data.
The first field has been tackled mainly in the economy
literature. As noted in the introduction, behavioral economy

has focused its attention on the rational choices of the entities in the market [7], [2], [1]. Customer behavior study is
also a classical marketing problem [8]. However, the recent
studies about the customer movements and purchases are
more focused on visually inspecting the movements of people
inside a shop [9]. This line of research is present also on
the computer science side [10]. In computer science, there
are also examples of GIS approaches to business intelligence
[11], of recommender systems for customer retention [12] and
spatial analysis of customer-to-business communications [13].
In computer science [14] is a comprehensive book explaining
the relations between economy and a network-based analysis.
Marketing applications are historically one of the most
natural testing ground for Data Mining [15], [16]. Our main
aim, understanding the links between customers and products,
has been tackled in data mining: by analyzing them in a
multidimensional space [17], by mining frameworks to understand customer behavior [18], [19], [20] and by defining
a data-driven customer segmentation [21]. However, these
works have in common the aim of the specific description of
single customers, rather than finding a broader and general
pattern in the data, that is the main focus of this paper.
Data mining has been widely used also in other generic
problems related to geographical systems. For example, a
network mining approach has been used to detect the borders
of human mobility [22], of tweet’s topics [23] and trajectory
pattern analysis [24], [25].
III. DATA
The dataset we used is the retail market data of Coop, one of
the largest Italian retail distribution company. The conceptual
data model of the data warehouse storing the retail data is
depicted in Figure 1.
The whole dataset contains retail market data in a time
window that goes from January 1st, 2007 to December, 31st
2011. The active and recognizable customers in that interval
are 1, 066, 020. A customer is active if she has purchased
something during the data time window, while she is recognizable if the purchase has been made using a membership
card. The 138 stores of the company cover an extensive part
of Italy, selling 345, 208 different items.
Each data entry contains information about a product item
bought by a customer in a specific store. We focus on the
following three dimensions of each data item: marketing
category, store category and customer attributes.
Marketing category, is used to classify products: it is organized as a tree and it represents a hierarchy built on the product
typologies, designed by marketing experts of the company (see
Figure 1 for a list of hierarchy levels). The top level of this
hierarchy is called “Area” and it is split in three fundamental
product areas: Food, No Food and Other. The bottom level of
the marketing hierarchy, the one directly on top of the leaves
of the tree, is called Segment and it contains 7, 003 different
values. Each item has a classification in this hierarchy and,
thus, we can exploit such tree to choose the most suitable
level of aggregation of products. For example, at the Segment
level we identify with “Sugar-free Orange Juice” both the
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Fig. 1: The Conceptual Data Model (star schema) of the Data
Warehouse

liter and half-liter bottle items. Since we are not interested in
distinguishing the different packaging of the same product we
aggregate all our products at the Segment level. In this way, we
aggregate products that are logically equivalent, thus reducing
a possible source of noise. To reduce potential outliers, we
exclude from the analysis all the products (segments) that are
either too frequent (e.g. the shopping bag) or meaningless
for the purchasing analysis (e.g. discount vouchers, errors,
segments never sold, etc.).
Store category allows to group the retail stores according to
their size (expressed in terms of product assortment, physical
shop size and number of employees). There are three distinct
categories: iper, super and gestin, in decreasing order of size.
For each store we also have several attributes and, in particular,
its geographic position (Figure 1).
Customer attributes contains demographic information
about a customer and are collected at the moment of obtaining
the membership card. In particular, in the following we will
use mainly the geographic position of the customer, derived
via geocoding from her address.
Since our analysis is based on distances between customers
and stores, we focus our presentation only on one metropolitan
area, to be able to interpret more easily the results and avoid
the problem of people in the border of more cities. However,
it is important to notice that our framework can easily scale
for larger data collections [6]. We chose a city motivated by
the strong penetration of customers for our retail distribution
company. The customer base is not only large, but very
committed to the brand, being “members” of COOP, and not
just getting discounts: we can fairly assume that the people we
are studying make most of their purchases in this chain. For
each of the five stores we selected all the customers within a
radius of 5km from each store.
The resulting dataset contains 60, 366 customers and 4, 567
segments, with 107, 371, 973 total purchases1 .
1 This dataset has been made available along with all the framework coding at http://www.michelecoscia.com/?page_id=379. Customer
and product IDs are obfuscated for privacy and business protection reasons.

From the purchase data we derive a relation Mcp , represented as a binary matrix, where the entry (cj , pi ) evaluates
to 1 if customer cj has bought a significant amount of product
pi . In this case we cannot simply state the existence of a
single purchase of cj for pi , since this may generate excessive
noise. We need a mechanism to evaluate how meaningful is
a purchase quantity for each product pi for each customer cj .
This evaluation is done using the concept of lift [15], that is
related to association rule mining. Given a couple of itemsets
(X, Y ), the lift of the couple is defined as follows:
lift(X, Y ) =

supp(X, Y )
,
supp(Y ) × supp(X)

where supp(I) is the relative support of the itemset I. The
relative support of itemset I is the number of times all i ∈ I
are purchased together over all the transactions.
In our case, we force a particular condition: the itemset
X always contains one item (the customer cj ); the itemset
Y always contains one element (the product p). Therefore,
supp(cj , pi ) is the relative amount of product pi bought by
customer cj , supp(pi ) is the relative amount sold of product
pi to all customers and supp(cj ) is the relative amount of all
products bought by customer cj . So, if cj bought 100 total
items, pi has been sold in 200 items, cj bought 10 pi items
and the entire transaction dataset contain 1,000 purchases,
10
100
200
supp(cj , pi ) = 1000
, supp(cj ) = 1000
, supp(pi ) = 1000
and
0.01
lift(cj , pi ) = 0.2×0.1 = 0.5.
Lift takes values from 0 (when supp(cj , pi ) = 0, i.e.
customer cj never bought a single instance of product pi ) to
+∞. When lift(cj , pi ) = 1, it means that customer cj did
buy product pi in the quantity we would have expected if her
purchases were random. If lift(cj , pi ) < 1 then customer cj
purchased the product pi less than expected, and viceversa.
Therefore, higher than 1 lift values imply that the purchases
are meaningful. The values in Mcp are then:
(
1 if lift(cj , pi ) > 1;
Mcp (ci , pj ) =
0 otherwise.
The purchase matrix Mcp is depicted in Figure 2, where
rows and columns are sorted according to the volume of sales:
from left to right customers are sorted according to how many
products they bought and from top to bottom products are
sorted according to how much they are sold.
In Figure 2, the columns of the matrix are the 60, 366
customers and the rows are the 4, 567 products. We depicted a

Product
Pizza
Packed Salads
Frozen Side Dishes
School Notebooks
Travel Books

AVG Distance (in meters)
809
1, 576
2, 437
3, 511
5, 523

AVG Distance Traveled by Customers (in meters)

TABLE I: A selection of the more basic products according
to their P S values.
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compressed view of the matrix, where each data dot represent
a 30 × 30 square of the original matrix and the gray gradient
represents how many 1s are present in that section of the
matrix, for space constraints.
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Fig. 4: Average distance traveled to get a product with a given
popularity.

a handful of products. Filtering out these purchases also would
not make sense, as our purchase matrix is triangular: there are
many products sold in small quantities and many customers
who purchase only few products. Therefore the behavior of
these shoppers is important. By plotting each single purchase,
we know that we are weighing each customer behavior by its
fair proportion of purchases.
The connection of a customer to a product is created with
the procedure described in Section III, therefore we are only
considering connections generated when the quantity of product p bought by customer ci is significant. A customer ci may
have bought product pj in different shops, say s1 , s2 , s3 , s4 .
In this case, we weigh each distance traveled with the amount
of purchases made using the following formula:

IV. T HE R ANGE E FFECT
The assumption of this paper is that customers modify their
shopping behavior according to their relative position w.r.t
the shop they are going to. A customer may decide to buy
or not buy a given product because it is close enough or
too far away from the shop. We call this phenomenon the
range effect of a product. Table I reports the average distance
traveled for purchasing a product. We can find products for
which customers traveled more than 5 kilometers on average,
other products for which the average distance is less than
1 kilometer and many other products generated a variety of
average distances. There are two trivial explanations of this
fact: it is driven by price and/or by the frequency with which
a product needs to be purchased.
We expect that customers will travel more to purchase
products that are more expensive, for many possible reasons
(they require higher quality, they may be not available around
them, and so on). We check this hypothesis by plotting for each
purchase the price of an item against the average distance that
a customer traveled to get the product. This plot is depicted in
Figure 3: the price is on the x axis (in logarithmic scale), while
the distance traveled is on the y axis. The price is recorded
in Euros. Each dot is a purchase and we color it accordingly
to how many purchases are represented by the same price and
by the same distance.
Intuitively, it would make sense to plot just one point per
product, as we want to know the average distance traveled
by customers given a product price. However, this would
disproportionately weigh the purchases of products sold less
frequently, or the purchases made by customers who buy only
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d(ci , pj ) =

X pj (ci , s) × d(ci , s)
,
pj (ci , ∗)

∀s∈S

where S is the set of all shops, d(ci , s) is the distance
between customer ci and shop s, pj (ci , s) and pj (ci , ∗) is the
amount of purchases of product pj made by customer ci in
shop s and in general, respectively. This procedure has been
done for the plots depicted in Figures 3, 4, 5(a) and 5(b).
Products with the same price are bought by customers
placed at different distances w.r.t the shop. Given a price,
we average the distance traveled by the customers buying
the products with that exact price. By averaging, we lose the
ability of describing each single customer and we just describe
the behavior of the system in its entirety. We do so because
the single customer is bounded by the place where she lives,
thus each single customer carries a noisy information, and we
can make sense of it only by looking at the global level.
From Figure 3 we can conclude that price plays a role
in driving customer decisions of traveling a given distance
for a product. The correlation here looks weak, but positive:
customers travel more if they need to buy a more expensive
product. We calculate a log-normal regression2 using the
function f (x) = a log x + b. In this regression, R2 = 17.25%,
meaning that we can explain 17.25% of the variance in the
distance traveled using the price.
To check if the frequency of purchase can explain the
distance traveled by customers, we repeated the same analysis,
2 This and all other regressions have been calculated with the leastsq
function of the SciPy module for Python.
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using the number of purchases of a product instead of the
price. We depicted the plot in Figure 4. The correlation here is
negative: the more frequently a product needs to be bought, the
smaller the distance a customer will travel for it. We calculate
a regression with the function f (x) = a log x + b and we
obtained R2 = 32.38%.
As a conclusion of this section, we can state that the price
plays a small role in predicting the distance a customer will
travel for purchasing a product, by increasing it. If a product
is needed more frequently then it drives (down) the distance a
customer will travel to buy it, regardless of the price. However,
there is a large amount of variance that remains unexplained.
In the next section, we provide one possible explanation.

kN,p =

1 X
k0,p

kN,p =

Mcp

c

X
p0

The basic intuition to quantify the sophistication level of
products and customers is that more sophisticated products
are by definition less needed, as they are expression of a more
complex need. To be considered “sophisticated” a product
needs to satisfy two constraints: 1) it has to be sold to few
customers; and 2) the customers buying it have to buy all
products that are less sophisticated than it. The logic is that
each product satisfies a need and a customer buys a product if
and only if she already satisfied all more basic needs. Figure 2
shows that the data align with this theory: the columns in the
right part of the matrix are customers buying only few products
and these products are more or less bought by everyone, thus
they are basic. For this reason, we need to evaluate at the
same time the level of sophistication of a product and of the
needs of a customer using the data in the purchase matrix,
and recursively correct the one with the other. We adapt the
procedure of [3], adjusting it for our big data.
We calculate the sums
P of the purchase matrix for each
customer
(k
=
c,0
p Mcp (c, p)) and product (k0,p =
P
M
(c,
p)).
To
generate
a more accurate measure of the
cp
c
sophistication of a product we need to correct these sums
recursively: this requires us to calculate the average level
of sophistication of the customers’ needs by looking at the
average sophistication of the products that they buy, and
then use it to update the average sophistication of these
products, and so forth. This can be expressed as follows:
1 P
Mcp kc,N −1 . We then insert kc,N −1 into kN,p
kN,p =
k0,p c
obtaining:

Mcp0 kN −2,p0

p0

X Mcp Mcp0
c

k0,p kc,0

and rewrite this as:
kN,p =

X

fpp0 kN −2,p0 ,
M

p0

where:
X Mcp Mcp0
c

V. E XPLAINING THE R ANGE E FFECT

A. Product and Customer Sophistication

kc,0

kN −2,p0

fpp0 =
M
In this Section we tackle the problem of explaining the
range effect for products. Our theory states that customers
travel more to buy a product if the product can satisfy a more
sophisticated need and/or they have sophisticated needs in
general. To do so, first we need to formally define what exactly
product and customer sophistication are, and we do that in
Section V-A. Then, we provide evidences that the product and
the customer sophistication are variables able to better explain
the distance traveled by customers, in Section V-B. Finally,
in Section V-C we provide explanations of why our product
sophistication index is better predictor of customer behavior.

1 X

k0,p kc,0

.

We note in the last formulation kN,p is satisfied when
kN,p = kN −2,p and this is equal to a certain constant a.
This is the eigenvector associated with the largest eigenvalue
(that is equal to one). Since this eigenvector is a vector
composed by the same constant, it is not informative. We
look, instead, for the eigenvector associated with the second
largest eigenvalue. This is the eigenvector associated with the
variance in the system and thus it is the correct estimate of
product sophistication.
However, this formulation is very sensitive to noise, i.e.
products that are bought only by a very narrow set of
customers. To calculate the eigenvector on the entire set of
products generates a small amount of products whose sophistication level is seven orders of magnitude larger than the rest
of the products. This variance provokes the other sophistication
estimates to be flattened down to the same values and therefore
not meaningful. However, we do not want to simply cut
the least sold products, as we aim to create a full product
hierarchy, including (especially) also the least sold products.
To normalize this, we employ a three step strategy. First,
we calculate the eigenvector on a restricted number of more
popular products (purchased by at least a given threshold δ of
customers). Then we use the estimate of the sophistication of
these products to estimate the sophistication of the entire set of
customers (that is, as defined before, the average sophistication
of the restricted set of products they buy). Finally, we use
the estimated sophistication of the customers to have the final
sophistication of the entire set of products, again by averaging
the sophistication of the customers buying them. Hence, we
define the product sophistication index (P S) of product p as:
P S(p) =

~
~
K(p)
− min(K)
,
~ − min(K)
~
max(K)

~ is the eigenvector of M
fpp0 associated to the second
where K
largest eigenvalue, normalized as described above. With this
strategy, P S takes values between 0 and 1. The Customer
Sophistication CS is calculated using the very same procedure,
by estimating kc,N instead of kN,p .
In Table II we report a selection of the least sophisticated
products, i.e. the ones with the lowest P S values, in the
purchase matrix. The less sophisticated products should be
intuitively the ones covering the most basic human needs,
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Fig. 5: Sophistication and customer behavior against the distance from the shop.
pi
Regular Bread
Red Meat
Artichokes
Pasta
Rabbit Meat

PS
0.252
0.266
0.275
0.275
0.278

TABLE II: A selection of the more basic products according
to their P S values.
pi
Winter Suit 3-12yo
TV 29”
DVD Readers
Hair Spray
8mm Cameras

PS
0.796
0.769
0.754
0.742
0.739

TABLE III: A selection of the more sophisticated products
according to their P S values.

and this intuition is confirmed by the reported products:
bread, vegetables, meat and pasta (remember that this is an
Italian chain). On the other hand, Table III reports the most
sophisticated products, i.e. the ones with the largest P S values,
that intuitively should be products satisfying high-level nonnecessary, probably luxury, needs. In fact, what we find in
Table III are hi-tech products (televisions, DVD readers and
cameras), fashion products and very specific clothing.
As a last note, we do not provide a time and space
complexity evaluation of this methodology for two reasons.
First, the calculation of product and customer sophistication
is mostly similar to the PageRank calculation [5], that has been
applied to large matrices describing the entire Web. Second,
we have published a technical report [6] in which we describe
this procedure and we apply it to three different datasets with
more than 300, 000 customers and hundreds of millions of total
purchases. For these two reasons, we claim that our system is
able to scale and to analyze very large datasets.
B. Sophistication and Range
To understand if the product and/or the customer sophistication is influencing the distance a customer will travel to
purchase the product she needs, we generate the same plots
shown in Section IV. The plots are depicted in Figure 5(a-b).

We recall that in these plots each data point is a purchase.
In Figure 5(a) we test the relationship between the distance
traveled and the customer sophistication: we calculate the
average distance traveled by customers (y axis) to get to the
shop against their sophistication value (x axis). In this case,
the x axis has not a logarithmic scale, as the relationship is
linear.
We can see that the relationship between distance traveled
and customer sophistication looks non-linear. From a value of
sophistication of 0 to around 0.2 the relationship is negative,
while it is clearly positive afterwards. The sole conclusion we
have is that there is some kind of relation, but we do not have
an explanation for it.
For this reason, we move on in depicting the product
sophistication (x axis) against the average distance traveled
by the customers to purchase the given product (y axis) in
Figure 5(b). In this case, the relationship is clear: the more a
product is sophisticated, the more customers will travel to buy
them. The product sophistication has a normal distribution, but
less sophisticated products are more sold, given the triangular
shape of the matrix. This fact explains why most of the data
points are in the left part of the plot: most purchases are
generated for low sophistication products. We calculated a
linear regression, for which R2 = 85.72%. This R2 is more
than twice higher than the R2 obtained with the purchase
frequency, explaining much better the variance in the distances
traveled by customer.
A possible objection is that the distance is influencing the
number of products purchased by a particular customer, and
this would invalidate the explanatory power of the product
sophistication index. We already saw in Section IV that the
distance and the frequency of purchase are somewhat related,
but this relationship cannot fully explain what we see in Figure
5(b). However, this objection is focused on the customer, not
on the product: it states that the customer-shop distance may
have a strong positive or negative correlation with the number
of items purchased on average by he customer.
We depict this relationship in Figure 5(c): the x axis is the
distance of a customer from the shop and on the y axis we
have its average number of products purchased. Customers at
the same distance may have purchased different quantities of
products, so we average them and we color the data point
accordingly to how many customers it represents. As we can
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Shop Type
Iper
Super
Gestin

AVG P S
0.49
0.46
0.43

AVG Distance
2, 392
1, 721
869

TABLE IV: Average P S values and average customer distance
for the shops in our dataset.

(a) Pasta

(b) Breaded Frozen Fish

(c) Health Testers

Fig. 6: The customer-shop distribution for customers buying
different products.

see, there is no relationship at all between distance and number
of products purchased. For this reason, we can reasonably
state that customers tend to travel more to purchase more
sophisticated products.
C. Customer Behavior
We now provide a possible explanation of customer behavior. Customers tend to buy products with a low sophistication
level in the closest possible shop. However, when they are in
need to buy a more sophisticated product, they do not choose
the closest shop even if the shop has the product they look for
(and, given the fact that we are considering shops of the same
chain, the quality level of the products is identical).
We provide a visual argument for this explanation. In Figures 6(a-c) we generated three maps representing the purchases
of three different products. We chose products with different
sophistication level: in Figure 6(a) we focus on a very low
sophisticated product (pasta), in Figure 6(b) we focus on a
medium-low sophisticated product (breaded frozen fish) and
Figure 6(c) we focus on a medium-high sophisticated product
(health testers, like pregnancy or insulin indicators). Each dot
in the map is a location in which we found one or more
customers that has bought the given product. The color of the
dot represent the shop type in which the customer went for her
purchase. The colored circles are centered on the position of
the given shop and their radius is the median distance traveled
by customers to purchase the product in that shop.
As we saw in Section III, shops have an attribute “type”,
that encodes the category of the shop, a proxy of its size.
In Figures 6(a-c), the customers in red went to the “iper”
shop (the largest in our data), the customers in green went to
the “super” shop (smaller than the “iper”), while customers
in blue went to one of the three “gestin” shops (smaller
than a “super”). As we can see, the smaller shops have
quite some range in attracting customers who need the lowest
sophisticated product. However, as the sophistication of the
product increases, the number of customers going at those
shops becomes lower and lower. The red circle keeps its radius,
while the green and blue circles tend to shrink.
Instead of relying on three examples out of the 4, 567
products, we report this trend in Table IV. For each shop,

we record the average product sophistication of the products
sold in that shop in significant quantities (column “AVG P S”).
We also record the average distance traveled by customers to
buy products in significant quantities in that shop (column
“AVG Distance”). The “Shop Type” column refers to the shop
classification explained in Section III.
We can see that indeed there is a difference between the
complexity of the “iper” (red) shop with the “super” (green)
shop, and another significant difference between the “super”
shop and the rest of the “gestin” shops. This significant
difference is also reflected in the average distance traveled
by customers: almost 2.4 kilometers to get to the “iper” shop,
more than 1.7 kilometers for the “super” shop and less than
900 meters for the “gestin” shops. Table IV proves that large
shops are objectively more sophisticated than smaller ones and
suggests that are also subjectively considered so by customers.
The conclusion we draw is that the average sophistication
of the products in a shop is influencing customers’ decisions:
when they need a more sophisticated product they are prone to
decide to go to a larger shop with higher sophistication even
if that product is also present in the smaller shops.
In the next section, we put our finding into practice.
VI. C USTOMER B EHAVIOR P REDICTION
In the previous sections we showed how the product sophistication can be used to describe the average customer behavior
better than the price of a product or how frequently the product
is needed. However, as noted, the average customer and all
the separate individual customers are different entities. If the
knowledge about the average customer cannot be used for
predictions, then the product sophistication cannot be used
in practice. Aim of this section is to show that predictions
based on the product sophistication can achieve a significant
improvement over the ones based on price and frequency of
purchase.
To do so, we provide the following problem definition:
Definition 1: Let D be a set of triplets (c, p, s). Each triplet
represent the purchases of product p made by customer c, and
s ∈ {s1 , s2 , s3 , s4 , s5 } is the target shop. We want to build
a classifier that, given some features of c and p, returns the
value of s.
In other words, for each customer c and product p we know
the shop s in which c usually goes to buy p, and we want to
predict s using information about c and p. For each customer,
the feature we calculated is the weighted average distance that
c usually travels to buy all the products she needs. We used
the formula:
¯ i) =
d(c

X
1
wp × d(ci , s),
W (ci )
p∈P (ci )
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Shop ID
s1
s2
s3
s4
s5

Shop Type
Iper
Super
Gestin
Gestin
Gestin

Row Share
53.67%
32.08%
7.62%
2.91%
3.72%

TABLE V: The distribution per shop of the filtered dataset for
the classifier.

where wp is the weight of product p, P (ci )P
is the set of
products bought by customer ci and W (ci ) = p∈P (ci ) wp .
We used three different classes of weights, based on the product price, quantity and sophistication, thus generating three
attributes for each customer. We repeated the same procedure
for the products, by using the same weighted average distance,
using C(pj ) (the set of customers buying product pj ) instead
of P (ci ). In the end, we obtained three features also for
the product, based again on price, frequency of purchase and
product sophistication.
Our dataset is heavily unbalanced on the larger shop, that
attracts most of the purchases and contains products that are
not present in any other shop. We then filter the data, to focus
only on those cases where the prediction task is harder. For
this reason, we defined three constraints that each entry in our
test data has to satisfy.
1) If the product is sold only in one shop, the prediction
task is trivial. Thus, we want to consider only the
products that are sold at least once in each of the five
shops.
2) We consider only customers with a diversified shopping
behavior. If the customers always went to the same shop,
the prediction of its movements is trivial. For this reason,
we select only the customers who purchase significant
quantities of products in at least two different shops.
3) If a customer purchased the same product in two different shops we only kept the entry corresponding to
the shop where he purchased the largest quantity of the
product, as the classifier will output only one shop and
therefore could not achieve a perfect accuracy.
The entries in our dataset, the triplets (customer, product,
shop), satisfying all three constraints are 10, 412, 391. In Table
V we report the share of the rows of our filtered dataset
whose target variable takes one of the possible five values,
corresponding to the five shops. From Table V we know that
we can build a naive classifier that always returns “s1 ” as a
result, and we would get an accuracy of 53.67%.
Given the size of the dataset, we extracted samples containing 5% of the entries (around 500, 000) and we performed
our prediction tasks on these samples. The results we show are
consistent in our samples. We created our classifier using the
c4.5 algorithm [26]. To validate our results, we used the k-fold
cross-validation method, by setting k = 10. We divided our
data sample by putting two thirds of the data in the training
set and the remaining data in the test set.
We depicted the lift charts of our classifiers in Figures 7(ac). In the lift chart, on the x axis we have to total population
fraction and on the y axis we have the population fraction

that has been classified correctly. Since the correctly classified
population has as upper bound the population itself, the perfect
predictor that achieves a 100% accuracy is the bisector that
goes from (0, 0) to (1, 1), and we depict it in all figures with a
blue line. The naive classifier, that always returns s1 as result
is depicted with a black line. The area between the blue line
and the black line is where a model that improves over the
baseline should lie.
In Figure 7(a) we consider as first model a classifier based
on the product price. The red line shows that this classifier
makes only an incremental improvement over the baseline,
with an overall accuracy of 59.03%. We added the product
sophistication information to this classifier (green line) showing a further accuracy improvement, ending up with an overall
value of 65.87%.
We repeated the same analysis, this time using a classifier
based on the frequency of purchase of a product. We can
see that Figure 7(b) looks very similar to Figure 7(a): again
the classifier based on on the frequency (red line) improves
to an overall accuracy of 60.09%, while adding the product
sophistication information (green line) bring to an overall
accuracy of 67.91%.
We also point out in Figure 7(c) that a classifier including
all the available information does not significantly improve the
accuracy. Especially comparing to the frequency of purchase
and product sophistication classifier (green line in Figure 7(c)),
the increased accuracy of the classifier including also the price
information (purple line) is very low. The overall accuracy of
this model is 69.33%.
As a conclusion, we saw that the product sophistication
adds significantly to the accuracy of the predictions based on
price (+6.84%) and on the frequency of purchase (+7.82%).
Adding the price information to this last classifier provides
too a marginal improvement, but lower than the one provided
by the product sophistication itself (+1.42%). Therefore, the
product sophistication is a very strong factor that not only explains on average customer movements, but can be effectively
used to increase customer behavior predictions at the level of
the single customers.
VII. C ONCLUSION AND F UTURE W ORKS
In this paper we addressed the problem of explaining and
predicting customer behavior when shopping to large retailers.
We showed that products have what we call a range effect:
for some products, customers travel long distances, while
for other products they settle down with the closest shop.
We ruled out as possible explanations of this phenomenon
the price of a product and the frequency of purchase. We
introduced a new measure, namely the product sophistication,
that is able to better explain customer movements: it is because
products satisfy more complex needs, not because they are
more expensive or they are needed less often, that customers
travels more. We also showed as this additional information
provides a significant boost of the accuracy in predicting in
which shop a given customer will go buying a given product.
This paper paves the way to many future developments.
First, our prediction accuracy is good, but it may be improved,
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Fig. 7: Lift charts showing the increase in predicting performance obtained using product sophistication.

by using more sophisticated measures such as the radius
of gyration [27], [28] of customers and products. Second,
we analyzed a static snapshot of retail, but it would be
interesting to analyze the evolution of customer behavior.
Finally, following [3], to create a network of products based
on the customers buying them may lead to further insights.
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